Abstract. This paper deals with not necessarily maximal orders in abelian extensions of number fields. We restrict our attention to orders invariant under the Galois group G. Based on recent work of Childs and Hurley [CH], we introduce a notion of tameness for such orders (actually this is done in a slightly more general setting). The maximal order is tame in this sense if and only if the field extension is tamely ramified.
Introduction
The main idea is to define a product * of two tame orders with given Galois group G and base ring 7?. On the isomorphism classes, this product gives the structure of a commutative monoid TO(7?, G) with the cancallation property. TO(7\ , G) is a submonoid of a certain abelian group TPO(7?, G), which consists of so-called preorders. For R a local number ring (i.e., 7? =integers in a local field) both TO(7?, G) and TPO(7?, G) are described in detail. TPO(7v , G) turns out to be finitely generated.
This can be applied as follows: Let 7? be a local number ring, K = Quot(7?), L | K abelian, S the ring of integers in L . One is interested in determining all tame orders A in L which are G-invariant. (For L = K(yfa), a E R* square free, and 2 not the residual characteristic of R, it is, for example, well known that all A have the form A = An = R © n ■ yfaR.
( n is a uniformizing parameter of R, n running over all natural numbers > 1.) All A occur in the form S * A0 with A0 a preorder in the trivial Galois extension K x ■ ■ ■ x K (\G\ factors), and the eligible A0 can be calculated explicitly. The procedure is to assign a "string of integers" <p(A) to each preorder ( §3). Not all strings may occur, and it is not clear from the outset which strings belong to orders. Without going into too much detail, we can only refer to §5 and give one modest example: Suppose G is cyclic of order p and the residue characteristic of R is not p. Then there is a "visible" order Ax cRx-xRcKx-xK, namely Ax = R-(l.1)©tt Ker(tr), where tr(r, , ... ,r ) = ¿Z^=x r¡ is the trace. Then all G-invariant tame orders in L are gotten in the form A = An = S * Ax * ■ ■ ■ * Ax (n times).
The following notation will be used throughout:
If the group G operates on the ring S, then SG = {s E S \ o(s) = sVcr e G} . If R is another ring, 7iG(7\) will denote the ring of all functions f: G -> R . G operates on the 7?-algebra EG(R) by (of)(x) = f(o~ x).
If the finite group G acts on S, the trace is defined by trG(s) = ^2 a(s) f°r all j e S.
The set of all G-Galois extensions of R (up to G-isomorphism) is denoted by Gal(7v , G).
Outline and results
Developing a theory of tame orders entails a certain amount of formalism (e.g., functoriality properties). The load will not become essentially lighter if we restrict to the case R -tfk, K local field (which is the case we are ultimately interested in). Therefore we chose to give the abstract theory in general and tell the reader in this section what the underlying ideas are.
Our interest is in G-invariant 7\-orders A c L (R = tfk,K local field, L/K G-galois in the sense of [CHR] ).
Noether's theorem (slightly generalized from the classical case where L , too, is a field) tells us that L/K is tame if and only if A0 = cfL has a normal base. We turn this around and define A c L to be tame if RGA = RG. It turns out that the collection of all tame orders A c L , L/K G-galois, mod Gisomorphism, form a monoid TO (R , G) . This monoid satisfies the cancellation property. To prove this (important) result we need to embed it into a group of so-called tame preorders TPO(7?, G) . A preorder is the same as an order, except we do not claim 1 € A and A ■ A c A . One might also say "lattice". To get a group, we must only consider tame preorders, and it is a technical problem to find the "good" definition of tameness for preorders. (The naive definition RGA = RG is too weak for preorders. See §1.) § 1 introduces preorders, tameness, and the monoid structure on TPO. The functoriality properties may be skipped at first reading. In §2, we come to orders and we prove they form a cancallative monoid by showing TPO is a group and TO «-» TPO. § §3-5 contain our results on TO and TPO for 7? = tfk , K local, and arbitrary finite abelian G. In §3 we construct the map <p: TPO(7v,G)^Map(Sim(rC,G),(l/«)Z) where k is the residue class field of R , Sim(k , G) the set of simple kGmodules mod isomorphism, and n = \G\. Again one needs a lot of obvious but technical properties of q> = tpR G. The kernel of tp is canonically isomorphic to the group of unramified G-extensions of K, hence is well known. §4 speaks about Im(tp). The most interesting question is, however, the determination of Im(tp | TO) c Im(q>). This is done in §5. One gets a description of TO(7\ , G) as an extension of the describable monoid Im(tp | TO) by the known group Ker(ç>).
Tame preorders
Let G be a finite abelian group, R a Dedekind domain with quotient field K = Quot(Tv). = X^cra,®^ (= £a(®c<3;) for all J2 a,• ® b■ E A * B , o eG. -preorder. (b) * is commutative and associative up to isomorphism, and (EG(R) ,EG(K)) is neutral under *. (c) The set of isomorphism classes of G-preorders over R is a commutative monoid, which we call PO(R , G). (d) The tame G-preorders form a submonoid TPO(7?,G) o/PO(7?,G).
Proof, (a) Since R is Dedekind, RA and RB are flat, so A*BcA®RBcL®kM. One easily sees K • (A * B) = L * M, and A * B is 7\-finitely generated (since A ® B is) and G-invariant. It is well known that L * M is again a G-Galois extension (see [H] ; * is actually the product in Gal(7C, G) ). PO(f , G) maps TPO(R , G) into TPO(S , G).
Proof, (a) It is easy to check that PO is a functor to sets. We want it to preserve the ^-product. One may verify this using the flatness of S over R . S ® Rpreserves kernels, and therefore it commutes with (-) . It is also easy to see that PO(f,G)(EG(R)) = EG(S).
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where A(<p) = {(o~x ,tp(o) \o EG} cGxG.
Propositionl.il.
(a) P0(7?,-) is a functor from finite abelian groups to commutative monoids.
(b) PO(R,<p) maps TPO(R,G) into TPO(R,G).
Proof, (a) From Galois theory of rings, as used in [H] , one has that (L ® KEG(K)f(,p) isa G-Galois extension of K (it is T(R,tp)(L) in the notation of [H] ). The property PO(7?, tp) o PO(7?, i¡/) = PO(R , <py/) is a rather long but straightforward calculation. Another long calculation yields that PO(7?, tp) is indeed a monoid homomorphism. Let us also check condition (ii). Let G = G xH, \G \ a power of p , p t |77|.
A ® EG(R) is a separable 7?-algebra with Galois group G/77 x G over 7?.
By Galois theory of rings, C = (AH ® EG(R))&{exH) is also a separable algebra. The property C ■ B c B is verified easily.
The next two objectives are:
(1) Introducing a submonoid TO c TPO which consists of the so-called orders. These orders are the object of main interest. (2) Proving TPO is a group. This gives cancellation for the monoid TO, which itself is practically never a group. Proof. The -«-product of two algebras is again an algebra. Our orders are just the G-invariant orders ("order" understood in the numbertheoretical sense), if R is a number ring. Proof. We introduce an auxiliary notion: Call (A , L) semitrivial if L = EG(K), the trivial element of the group Gal(K, G). First we prove the theorem for semitrivial (A , L). We may suppose R local, since tameness is defined via the local case. We have to deduce (ii) from (i). By [CH, Theorem 4 .1], A is a "tame TvG-object," and this encompasses by definition [CH] that the trace map trG : A -► 7? is onto. We have to prove that B = A is a separable algebra IT (trivially BA c A ,-because A is an algebra). A is a finite algebra contained in LH = EGp(K) (see §1 for G = Gp x 77 ). Thus AH C EGp(R) since EGf(R) is integrally closed and A /R is finite. We factor trG in the form üy: A -AH -R.
Since trG is onto, also trG : AH -* R is onto. Therefore by Lemma 2.4 A = EG (R) ; hence A is 7?-separable.
Lemma 2.4. Let R be local with residue characteristic p, Gp a finite abelian p-group, and C c EGp(R) a G-invariant R-order. Then trG : C -► 7? is onto <=> C = EG (R).
Proof. <= holds trivially. For the reverse, let R = R/Ra(R), n: EGp(R) -» 7sG (R) the canonical projection. By Nakayama's Lemma, it suffices to show that n(C) = EG (R). Now n(C) is an RGp-submodule of EGp(R), and EGp(R) = RGp canonically as ÄGp-modules. Since p = 0, RGp has exactly one maximal ideal. It coincides with the nil radical and has the form One sees that under the canonical isomorphism 7:G (R) = RG , I corresponds with ker(trG ). Therefore n(C) = EG (R) «■ n(C) is not contained in ker(trG ), <*• tr is not zero on n(C), ■&■ C contains an element of trace 1. Now we still must prove the theorem in the general case. Let S be any faithfully flat 7?-algebra which is Dedekind, j : R c S. It is fairly easy to see that (A , L) is tame if and only if PO(j , G)(A , L) is tame. (The if part is Proposition 1.9(b), and the only if part is done similarly, using descent.) Therefore by the above it is enough to see that there exists S \ R faithfully flat Dedekind, such that PO(j ,G)(A,L) is semitrivial. Here one can take 5 = maximal 7? -order in E, where E is any separable finite field extension of K which splits L. Q.E.D.
The next objective is to prove that TPO(7?, G) is a (commutative) group. For technical reasons, we again restrict ourselves to the case char(7?) = 0. Let \G\ = n . From now on, we suppress L in the notation for (A , L).
For A a tame preorder, we define Ax = {xeL \trG(x-A) cR}.
A is G-invariant. Since tr(jcy) is a nondegenerate bilinear form, A is an 7?-lattice in L . Therefore A is again a preorder. We can define a map
A is not quite the -«-inverse of A , but "almost." Let A~L (" A to the minus perp") be A as an 7?-module, with G operating via the inverse map G ^> G.
Theorem 2.5. If char(7\) = 0, TPO(7?, G) is an abelian group. The inverse of A is A" , and
for A not tame, A~J~ is defined all the same, but we do not know whether it is inverse to A.)
Proof. First we assume that A is semitrivial (i.e., A c L = EG(K)) and that 7? contains a primitive n th root Ç of unity. We claim j is an isomorphism onto EG(R). For this, it is necessary and sufficient that jm : Am * (A~±)m -* eg(k) is an isomorphism onto £G(7?m) Vm.
Now Am = PO(7\ ^ Rm,G)(A), and ( )x commutes with localization.
Therefore it is enough to establish our claim for local 7?. Since A is Gp-invariant, all algebras A ■ ea must be equal to one subalgebra A0 c EH(K), and we get A = EG (A0).
Let us identify 7iG(7C) with EGp(EH(K)
Lemma 2.7. EG (A0)~ = EGp(A^ ) canonically, where in forming A^ one naturally uses trw in the place of trG, and 7fG-(-) is EG (-) with G operating through the inverse.
Proof. Easy to check.
In the next diagram, we provide subscripts G and 77 for the symbols j and * for clarity:
The isomorphism a is the composite
Gp ( Proof. The G-equivariance is easy to check. We check the commutativity of the lower rectangle. Let us begin with an element
Remember we assumed /Í semitrivial, and £, a primitive n th root of unity, is in 7?. 7? is a local Dedekind ring with maximal ideal generated by n, say. By Lemma 2.8 we may, in proving jG an isomorphism, replace G by 77 ; that is, we may assume G = H. Then n -\G\ is a unit in R, and the elements v = (l/n)(x(g)) eG are a set of minimal orthogonal idempotents in 7?G (x running over all characters G -► R* ). Therefore every TvG-submodule 7 c 7?G has the form I = © n1(x) • Rv with f(x) E N u {oo} and n°° is defined to be zero. Similarly, every TÏG-submodule / of EG(R) has the form 7 = 0 nf{x)Rcox , oex = I £ *(*)*, , /(*) e N u {oo}.
From this, and since A is a preorder in EJK), we get A = 0 a/w*û> with /(*) e z.
Lemma 2.9. AL = ©^ re Ro)x .
Proof. This is a straightforward calculation, using n E R* and trG( W • We) = « for x • Ö -1 and 0 otherwise. We define a map A:7iG(7v)^^®^_±, ft^ h-> re 'o^ -1 © n oex.
Obviously X is injective. Using the formula o{fi> ) = <y(cr) • ctf^ for a e G, one checks that Im(A) = y4 *Gy4_ .
Thus the theorem (in case A is subtrivial, C G 7? ) will follow if we can show }X = id on EG(R).
Take oex E EG(R). We calculate fi(tox) = j(nflx)a>x -1 <g> n~fix)a>x) :
This proves Theorem 2.5 in case A is subtrivial and C,nE R . The general case is deduced as follows: Let incl : R c S be an inclusion of Dedekind rings such that S®RA (= PO(incl, G)(A)) is semitrivial and S contains a primitive nth root of unity Ç. (Take for 5 the maximal 7?-order in M(Çn), where M \ K is a finite separable field extension splitting L .) Then one verifies that S ® jR is just js. Thus, the statement " js injective and Im^) = EG(S) " implies "jR injective and Im(;Ä) = EG(R) " by faithfully flat descent.
Corollary 2.10. The monoid TO(R, G) has the cancellation property (for all finite abelian groups G and all Dedekind rings R of characteristic zero).
The map tp and its kernel
In this section, 7? is assumed to be a "complete number ring," i.e., the ring of integers in a local number field ( R and C excluded, of course).
Notation 3.0. Let Ra(R) = n ■ R and k = R/nR , p = char(Ä:), G = Gp x 77 as usual ( Gp a p-group, p t |77| ).
We want to define a group homomorphism tp = <pR G from TPO(7? , G) into an explicitly given group and study its kernel. In later sections, we shall examine the image of <p and <p(TO(R , G)) (recall TO c TPO). Since 7?77 is re-adically complete, the canonical map {e E RH | e idempotent} -^ {e E kH \ e idempotent} is bijective. Write m RH -0ÉV7Î77 . {e,.em} a complete orthogonal set i=i of minimal idempotents.
Then the ei are also a complete set of minimal idempotents. Since £77 is semisimple, this means that e¡KH = (e¡RH)/(nejRH) is a field. Hence e¡RH is a local ring with n as a parameter; call this local ring 7?(.. As is well known, First, the index set {1.m} is in bijective correspondence with the set of (isomorphism classes of), simple /c77-modules.
Definition 3.1. The set of simple /c77-modules is called Sim(k , 77). (Note here "simple"="irreducible," since kH is semisimple.) Thus, we defined an "invariant map" p0(7?,77): TPO0 (7?,77) = {A E TPO(7? ,H)\A semitrivial} -» Map(Sim(Á:, 77), Z).
Second, we showed before (2.6) that every tame G-preorder A is of the form A = EGMo)
with AQ an 77-preorder in EH(K). AQ is obviously unique, and the canonical map TPO0(7? , 77) 3 AQ h-> Eq (Aq) e TPO0(7? , G) is an isomorphism of groups. From representation theory, it is known that Sim(/c, 77) -> Sim(£ , G) canonically (as sets). Therefore the above invariant map <p0(R ,77) is defined for G in the place of 77 also. Now we define the map <p(R , G): TPO(R , G) -Map(Sim(Â:, G), (1/«)Z) (n -\G\) in the following way: given (A , L) E TPO(7? , G), consider (B , M) = n-fold »-product of (A , L) with itself. Define (note B is semitrivial since Gal(7C, G) is n-torsion!)
Note first that tp is independent of the choice of the parameter n . We intend to show (Theorem 3.3) that tp is a group homomorphism (the group structure on Map(Sim(7C, G), Z) coming from addition in Z ). But before this, we need functoriality of tp.
Let t: R -► T be an injective ring homomorphism of complete number rings. Then t yields an inclusion of the residue class fields k c k = T/Ra(T). We have that n is associated to i¡/e, where e E N and y/ is a parameter of T. There is a canonical map t*: Sim(k , G) -Sim(fc , G) defined as folkows: t (N) is the simple kG-module M such that N is a composition factor of k ®k M. where the eN run over the minimal idempotents in kG which are a multiple of eM . One checks that 2t consists of precisely those simple &G-modules which are a direct summand of eMkG, i.e., * = (t*yx(M). Therefore T®A= 0 nmN))SN = ®¥e.f(t*(N)).SN, N€Sim(k ,G) that
is, tp(T , G)(T ® A) = (N i-» e • /(i#/V)).
Chasing the diagram the other way gives the same result.
Theorem 3.3. <p(R , G) is a group homomorphism.
Proof. As in the last proof, one may suppose \G\ prime to p = char(fc) ; that is, n -\G\ is invertible in R .
T®RA = ®nAM)(T®SM),
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Let T d R be a complete number ring containing an n th root Ç of unity, let t : R c T be the inclusion, k = T/Ra(T). Then t* : Sim(fc , G) -► Sim(Â:, G) is surjective (by construction of t ). Thus Map(i , (1/«)Z) is an injective group homomorphism, and by Theorem 3.2 it is enough to show that tp(T ,G) is a group homomorphism. Let K -Quot(T).
As in the proof of 2.8, we write EG(T) = ©^ T ■ u>x, x running over all characters from G to (Q , cox = (l/n)(x(g)), g EG.
Let A and B be G-preorders over T ; we have to show that tp(T , G)(A * B) = tp(T ,G)(A) + <p(T ,G)(B)
. The semitrivial orders A*" and B*n can be written A*n = @nm-T-o>x, Proof. This is a straightforward computation, using the rule o(cox) = oe(a)-cox . From the claim it follows that (A * B)*n = A*n *B*n = <g) /W+s« . T ■ cox , X that is, <p(T , G)(A * B) = (l/n)(f + g). Q.E.D. u TPO(R , G) "^ Map (sim(fc , G) , ¿z) Proof. As in 3.3, we assume « prime to char(rc). Moreover we assume for simplicity that also « is prime to char(rc). The general case is not much harder since Im(^) is automatically a subgroup of the non-p-part of G, but is more technical (invocation of Lemma 2.6). Since the abelian groups on the right-hand side are torsion-free, it is enough to consider a semitrivial A e TPO(7?, G) and show it maps to the same thing both ways. Write Proof. Write tp for tp(R , G) and let A be a preorder. We must show:
<p(A) -0 •«■ A is a separable R-algebra.
(Note that A is G-Galois over R iff it is a separable order in a G-Galois extension of K.) <=: tp(A) = (l/n)tp0A*n where n = \G\. A*" is again a separable 7?-algebra since * is the product in the abelian group Gal(7\ , G). Moreover, it is semitrivial. Since A*n is integral over R, we have A*" c EG(R). Since any morphism of G-Galois extensions is an isomorphism, A*" = EG(R), and tp0(A*") is the zero map by definition.
<= : There exists an inclusion t: R -> T, T Dedekind, such that T®RA = PO(t ,G)(A) is semitrivial (as in the end of the proof of 2.5). Since tp and PO(/, G) commute (Theorem 3.2), we also have <p(T ,G)(T®A) = 0 = <p0(T,G)(T®A).
Thus T ® A = EG(T) by definition of <p0 , T ® A/T is separable. Since 7/7? is faithfully flat, A/R is separable. Q.E.D.
The image of the group homomorphism tp
We resume the notation from 3.0. We defined tp: TPO(7v , G) -^ Map(Sim(/c, G), (1/«)Z) and calculated the kernel. For brevity, let Sim(k ,G) = C = CG, tp(R ,G) = tp . We summarize our knowledge of tp (and TPO(7?, G)) as follows:
Proposition 4.1. There is an exact sequence 0 -Gal(7?, G) «-* TPO(7v , G) -» Map0 (c , iz) .
is the set of all maps C -* (1/«)Z whose value on the trivial representation I EC is zero.
Proof. The embedding i sends A to the preorder (A ,K®RA), which we also denote A. The exactness is just Theorem 3.7. We still must show Im (<p) Proof. It can be seen from the construction of <p0 that it is an isomorphism onto Map0(C, Z). The rest of the diagram is easily checked for exactness, except (maybe) at T Gal(7C, G) in the bottom line. This requires a standard diagram chase.
Our objective is to analyze the group TPO(7?, G). The following remarks explain why we need to understand Im(^). we also get a description of TPO(7?, G) by two quantities which are (in principle) known (see above diagram), but the sequence rarely splits. (One can show it splits iff T Gal(K ,G) = U Gal(K, G)).
Proof of (a). Since Im(tp) is a subgroup of the free group Map(C,(l/«)Z), Im(^) is free, hence the exact sequence given by 4.1 splits. From the diagram (4.3), it is clear that we only need to describe Im(</). Then we will also know Im(^), since Im(tp) = p'x(Im(y/)) (recall p was the projection Map0
In a special case, Im(y) has a nice description: Theorem 4.5. Suppose G is isomorphic to k*. Then C = (Sim(A:, G) =) Horn(G, k*) is an abelian group, and Im(^) = Hom(C,(l/«)Z/Z)cMap0(C,(l/«)Z/Z).
Proof. We need the following statements from local class field theory:
(1) Gal(K, G) = Homc(7i*, G), and the isomorphism is given by the norm residue symbol. More precisely: if L e Gal(K, G), then L corresponds to the element fL e Homc(7C* ,G) which satisfies: fL(a) € G is the same automorphism of L as (a/(L/K)).
(2) L E Gal(K, G) is tame iff fL(U(X)(K)) = 1, where U{X)(K) = {x E R* \ x=l(n)}.
(3) L E Gal(K,G) is unramified iff fL(R*) = 1. The structure of K* is well known:
where ß: k* -► K* is the (!) multiplicative system of representatives. We suppress ß in the notation. From statements (2) and (3), we get a canonical isomorphism (using the above decomposition of K* ):
Together, these induce a canonical isomorphism X: Hom(Â:*,G)^ T Gal(R , G) / U Gal(R , G).
The map y/ induces (see 4.3) a map
Now there is an explicitly described map E from the domain of X to the range of y7 (recall C = Hom(G,rc*)) E: Hom(k* ,G)^Map0(Hom(G,k*),(l/n)Z/Z) with E(a)(x) = v/n + Z where a = r -idG E End(G) (for a E Hom(k*, G), X E Hom(G, k*)). Keep in mind that we want to describe Im("^/).
Main Lemma 4.6. y/X = -E .
Proof of 4.6. Let s: k* -<■ G be an isomorphism.
Since 5 generates Hom(/c* , G), it suffices to show y/X(s) = -E(s).
For this purpose, we need to know explicitly the quantity X(s), i.e., the tame G-extension L associated to 5 by class field theory, up to a factor in U Gal(A:, G). So let us find L .
Let q = \k*\. Recall n was a parameter of 7?. Define L = K[ "~y/ñ] with the following G-action: g {<-</*) =s-X(g-1)-<-tfi.
(Note 5~ (g~ ) is in Ác*, and since we identified k* with a subgroup of K*, s~\g~l)
is a q -1 st root of unity.) We claim fL = s, i.e., X(s) = L • U Gal(7v , G). To check this, we need Sublemma 4.7. For a E k* c R* we have
Proof. L is the Lubin-Tate extension LF for the polynomial F(x) = Xq-nX.
(See Neukirch [N, p. 163] .) Then (a/(L/K)) = (a~x)F = the multiplication by a~x on the Lubin-Tate module {x \ xq -nx = 0} c L [N, p. 179] . Therefore [N, p. 166] .
On the other hand, (a/(L/K))( "~yyn) is a q -1st root of n . Since a ' is a q -1st root of 1, (*) has to be an equality. Q.E.D. (4.7) Now let a € k* c R*. Then (a/(L/K)) "~^/ñ = a"1 *-Jß by 4.7, and the latter equals s(a)( "~y/ñ) by the definition of L and its G-structure. Hence (a/(L/K)) = 5(a). By statement (1) One can check that E is injective, and from the definition it follows easily that Im(£) c Hom(C ,(l/n)Z/Z). Now Hom(A:*,G) and Hom(C, (l/n)Z/Z) both have cardinality q -1 = n , therefore Im(ZT) = Hom(C , (l/n)Z/Z). This finishes the proof of Theorem 4.5. Q.E.D.
Theorem 4.5 describes Im(tp) in the special case G = k*. In the general case, we have a slightly less explicit description. From now on, we provide our maps tp , yi, etc. with subscripts <pG, y/G, etc. to make clear which group G is meant. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 5. The image of ( tp restricted to orders)
The main object of investigation is the monoid TO(7?, G) of tame orders (notation of the preceding sections). Preorders were brought into play mainly in order to have a sensible way of embedding TO into an abelian group. Let tp: TO(R,G)^Uap0(C,(l/n)Z/Z) be the restriction of tp from TPO to TO. What can be said about Im(/) ?
Roughly speaking, the outcome is this: while the image of tp itself is determined by congruence conditions modZ for maps /: C -+ (l/n)Z (to int: /modZ a homomorphism), the image of tp is defined by an additional set of inequalities among the values of /: C -> (l/n)Z.
Example 5.1 (cf. 4.9). G = C^ and £3 E k*. We wrote C = {c0,cx,c2}, and we showed Irm» = {/: C -\Z \ f(c0) = 0,/(c2) = 2f(cx)modZ}.
We shall prove that (in this case)
This gives a fairly explicit description of TO (7?, G) as a monoid. We know generally that tp: IPO(R.G) -> Im(tp) is a split epi (4.4a). Since ker(p) c TO(7?,G) (Theorem 3.7), tp': TO(R.G) -+ Im(/) is a split surjection of monoids (the same splitting will do), hence TO(7v , G) = Ker(p) © <p(TO(R, G)) = Gal(R,G)®Im(tp').
In Examples 5.1, Im(tpx) can be visualized as in Figure 1 . All f E Im(y>) are given by f(cx) and f(c2), since f(c0) = 0 anyway. In order to state the theorem, we have to fix notation and give a definition. Let R be a DVR with residue class field k, G a finite abelian group, 77 its non-p part where p = char(/c), and C = Sim(k , 77) = Sim(& , G) the set of simple fcG-modules up to isomorphism. Let us say f is admissible if (*) holds.
Remark. The set of admissible / is obviously a submonoid of the abelian group Map0(C,(l/«)Z).
Proof.
(1) Reduction to the semitrivial case. Let S/R be a faithfully flat extension, 5 a DVR, such that S ®R A is semitrivial over S (see the end of the proof of 2.5). Obviously, S ®RA is an algebra iff A is, and the same goes for A*" in the place of A. We have the equivalences S ® RA is an algebra <* <ps(S ® RA) admissible (Theorem valid in semitrivial case ; see (2) below) «• n ■ <ps(S ® RA) admissible (obvious from the definition) *> S ® A*" is an algebra.
By descent, A is an algebra iff A*n is. Now we get:
A is an algebra -o-A*n is an algebra •*> (pR(A*n) = ntpR(A) admissible (A*n is semitrivial, see (2) below) o <pR admissible (obvious from definition).
(2) Proof in the semitrivial case: Let A E TPO(7?, G) be semitrivial. By tameness (Lemma 2.6) we have A = EGp(A0), A0ETPO(R,H).
Obviously A is an algebra iff AQ is, and tp(A) = <p(A0) by construction. Therefore we may assume G -H. We have EG(R) = 0 SM with SM | nSM = M as fcG-modules. assumption a direct sum of simple summands T¡ nonisomorphic to Q . Since IG is a direct sum of pairwise nonisomorphic simple summands, no summand of any T. can be isomorphic to any QG. This is a contradiction. Q.E.D. Remark 5.5. If f E Im(ç») is admissible, it has only nonnegative values. This can be shown by hand but is also clear from the fact that tame orders are integral over R .
Example (5.1 revisited), (a) G = C3, Ç3 E k , C = {c0 , cx , c2} as above. cx and c2 are the two nontrivial representations (=characters), and (*) (c, ,c,)relc2, (c2, cx ) rel cx.
The other relations involve c0 (e.g., (cx ,c2)relcQ). Since f(cQ) = 0 is known, the only information from them is
(1) /(c,) + /(c2)>0.
From (*) we get for / E Im(tp ).
(2) f(c2)<2f(cx), f(cx)<2f(c2).
By an elementary argument, (1) and (2) 
